


Democratic senator releases document showing ICE got $9.8 million

from FEMA

Haley warns Russia and Iran of 'dire consequences' over Syria military

assaults

Cooper slams Trump's 'tone-deaf' remarks

Tax investigators and Cohen's attorney to meet against federal

prosecutors' request

House Republican alleges misconduct of former FBI officials without

evidence

Trump fist pump before 9/11 service criticized

Attack ad hits Arizona Senate candidate for past comments on

underage prostitution

    Elizabeth Smart reacts to news that woman who helped kidnap her

will be released

    Report: Pharma exec says he had 'moral requirement' to raise drug

price 400%

    Trump calls Puerto Rico response incredible success. 2,975 people

died.

    Fox News host's rant sparks outrage

    Police want to know who put 'crack pipe' vending machines on Long

Island

    World's largest carmaker to use 3D printers to mass produce parts

    Embattled DC cardinal to discuss his possible resignation with Pope

Francis

Trump approval drops &

more than half say he's

not fit to serve

















nobody thinks so ... dancing in

 the streets...yes!



















World Bloomberg Video

Putin, Xi Positioning Against U.S., EU in New

Trade Order, Lee Says

Sep.11 -- William Lee, chief economist at Milken

Institute, discusses the impact of a new order in

global trade and the importance of U.S. foreign

policy. He speaks on "Bloomberg Surveillance."

Putin, Xi Pledge Closer Ties Amid  Opposition to

Trump

Bloomberg

US policy drives Russia, China together ahead of

summit

Associated Press

World Time

Russia Launches Biggest Ever War Games With

China in a Warning to U.S.

It's a powerful show of growing military ties

between Moscow and Beijing

Putin says Russia's defense ties with China based

on trust

Reuters

Russia starts biggest war games since Soviet fall

near China

Reuters



U.S. Yahoo View

Murkowski gets local pressure to vote against

Kavanaugh

Rachel Maddow reports on how Brett

Kavanaugh's record on indigenous people's rights

is of particular concern to Senator Lisa

Murkowski's constituents in Alaska.

Business Associated Press

China puts off licenses for US companies amid

tariff battle

Amid a worsening tariff battle, China is putting off

accepting license applications from American

companies in financial services and other

industries until Washington makes progress

toward a settlement, a business group says. The

disclosure Tuesday is the first public

confirmation of U.S. companies' fears that their

operations in China or access to its markets

might be disrupted by the battle over Beijing's

technology policy. China is running out of

American imports for penalties in response to

President Donald Trump's tariff hikes, which has

prompted worries regulators might target

operations of U.S. companies.



World Reuters

Putin says Russia's defense ties with

China based on trust

VLADIVOSTOK, Russia (Reuters) -

Russian President Vladimir Putin told

Chinese President Xi Jinping that

Moscow and Beijing's relations were

based on trust in areas ranging from

politics to security and defense. Putin

made the comments ahead of talks

with his Chinese counterpart which

are being held on the sidelines of an

economic forum in the city of

Vladivostok in Russia's far east. The

talks coincide with the start of

Russia's biggest war games since the

fall of the Soviet Union which China

will also take part in. ...



Stephen Miller's former rabbi calls him a purveyor

of 'violence, malice and brutality' in Rosh

Hashanah sermon

By Denis Slattery

Sep 11, 2018 | 1:10 PM
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US intelligence: North Korea making

new nuclear weapons

The Trump administration is

preparing for a second summit

between President Trump and North

Korean leader Kim Jong Un, who

wrote to Trump suggesting a

meeting.



Hurricane Florence starts flooding parts of the

Carolinas

By Steve Almasy, Holly Yan and Gianluca

Mezzofiore, CNN

Updated 8:27 PM ET, Thu September 13, 2018

hurricane florence preparations evacuations

Top Florida Republicans distance themselves

from Trump's false claims on Puerto Rican

death toll

Jose Andres: Trump should be ashamed

Mueller circles Roger Stone

Starr: Trump took page from Clinton playbook

US-China tariffs: The next round could hit your

Fitbit, dishwasher, and garlic seasoning

Cooper to Woodward: This part of book was

terrifying



























Ken Starr: Mueller investigation is 'definitely

not a witch hunt'

Hurricane winds and rain begin lashing

Carolinas... Developing...

U.S. Autoblog

Man trapped in Cadillac XLR for 14 hours after

battery dies

A 75-year old Cleveland man ended up trapped

in his 2006 Cadillac XLR for 14 hours last

month, according to a story reported by the

Detroit Free Press. The owner of the car, Peter

Pyros, hopped into his roadster to back out

onto his driveway, but he quickly learned that

the battery was dead. The only problem here,



was that Pyros says he didn't know the release

was there, and he didn't have his owner's

manual in the car.

BusinessBloomberg

JPMorgan Predicts the Next Financial Crisis

Will Strike in 2020

JPMorgan Chase & Co. has an idea. A decade

after the collapse of Lehman Brothers sparked

a plunge in markets and a raft of emergency

measures, strategists at the bank have

created a model aimed at gauging the timing

and severity of the next financial crisis.

Diminished financial market liquidity since the

2008 implosion is a “wildcard” that’s tough to

game out.







Hardball

Manafort-Mueller plea deal close: Report

A source tells Reuters that the “Manafort plea

deal with Special Counsel Mueller is 'close but

not there yet.’”

    Sen. Blumenthal: Manafort guilty plea would

affirm Mueller probe

    Trump Admin. detains record number of

migrant kids: Report

Politics The Daily Beast

John McCain’s Family Slams GOP Group for

‘Weaponizing’ Him in Attack Ad

John McCain’s family has hit out at a

Republican Party group after it featured him in

attack ads against Democratic candidates,

just weeks after his death. “The McCain family

believes it’s unfortunate that the senator’s

image is being weaponized this election

season,” a family spokesperson told NBC

News.



Business CNBC

'We will regret it' when Trump's tariffs hurt

China's growth, says former US commerce

secretary

"We may think that China's rise may be bad for

the U.S., that China is a strategic competitor ...

but the moment China's growth rate declines,

we will regret it," said former U.S. Commerce

Secretary Carlos Gutierrez.

U.S. firms in China feeling 'clear and far

reaching' trade war pinch: survey

Reuters

Could Trade Tariffs Affect Apple’s Sales?

Market Realist

Sen. Dianne Feinstein refers letter about

Supreme Court nominee Kavanaugh to federal

authorities

CNBC

Top Democrat refers confidential 'information'

about Kavanaugh to FBI

ABC News











Hurricane Florence begins to batter US East

Coast

Outer edges of Category 2 storm reach North

Carolina with centre of hurricane expected to

hit on Friday.

Al Jazeera English

4 hours ago

Watch Now: Tracking Hurricane Florence 2018

| Live Updates

video_youtube

CBS News

today

Hurricane Florence Pushes 100+ MPH Gusts

Ashore; Catastrophic Flash Flooding, High

Winds to Hammer the Carolin

Hurricane Florence is spreading heavy rain and

strong winds into the Carolinas, with landfall

possible either overnight tonight or on Friday,

kicking off an ...

The Weather Channel

2 hours ago

Hurricane Florence: Here's why I'm NOT

evacuating



Two things, if you plan to wait out a hurricane.

There is gas madness until there is no gas and

do not even think about sandwiches because

there is no bread.

Fox News

one hour ago

Opinion

Florence’s flood waters could be half a foot

higher, thanks to climate change

There is plenty of debate among scientists

about the extent to which you can blame

climate change for ferocious hurricanes. But

one thing they do not disagree ...

The Washington Post

today



Technology

Technology

play_arrow

How Apple got us to pay so much for the

iPhone

The new iPhone XS, iPhone XR and iPhone XS

Max are solidifying Apple's position as a luxury

item.

CNN

3 hours ago

The iPhone XR just killed the Pixel 3 and every

other 2018 Android flagship

When the iPhone X arrived last year with its

all-screen design, sophisticated Face ID

authentication, and a mobile processor faster

than anything the competition ...

BGR

today

There's a good working theory about why

Apple discontinued the iPhone X, the best

phone it's ever made, only a year after

announcing it



In a rare move, Apple is discontinuing the

iPhone X, the phone that marked the iPhone's

10th anniversary and heralded a change in how

Apple names its ...

Business Insider

today

If you must upgrade from the iPhone X, the

iPhone XR is the most interesting option

So, you have an iPhone X? You probably don't

need to upgrade to iPhone XS, but the XR is an

interesting option.

Mashable

today

Opinion

Recode Daily: Apple’s new iPhones, Uber’s new

logo, Juul’s new problem

Apple's big reveal: Tim Cook and other execs

unveiled new iPhones — the XS, XS Max and

XR — and a redesigned Apple Watch at the

company's Cupertino ...

Recode

today



Brett Kavanaugh misled the Senate under

oath. I cannot support his nomination.

    By Patrick Leahy

Heaven help us in the next financial crisis

    By Catherine Rampell

Brett Kavanaugh misled the Senate under

oath. I cannot support his nomination.

    By Patrick Leahy

If there is any justice, Brett Kavanaugh will be

confirmed

    By Michael Gerson

Heaven help us in the next financial crisis

    By Catherine Rampell



Trump is protecting our country from a sham of

an international court

    By Marc A. Thiessen

Inside Steven Mnuchin’s ‘resistance’ to

Trump’s Iran strategy

    By Josh Rogin

The economy is doing well. Who deserves the

credit?

    Editorial Board

More Top Stories

‘A massive miscalculation’: Why China could

withstand the trade war far longer than Trump

thinks

Unlike in the United States, the ups and downs

of the Chinese stock market affect relatively

few people, meaning sell-offs are unlikely to

translate into pressure on Chinese leaders. 



    Heartwarming photo of couple evacuating

    How long will it take the Jets to implode?

    Alvarez called 'the Mexican James Dean'

U.S. HuffPost

Fox News Hosts Blast Trump For 'Distasteful'

Remarks On Puerto Rico

A panel on the Fox News show "Outnumbered"

criticized President Donald Trump

‘3,000 people did not die’: Donald Trump

rejects Puerto Rico death toll from Hurricane

Maria



Yahoo News UK

Trump disputes Puerto Rico storm death toll,

draws outcry

Reuters

Politics Associated Press

Stormy Daniels to release memoir titled "Full

Disclosure"

Daniels says "there's a lot" she has to say.

Politics Deadline

NFL Owner Blasts President Trump On His

National Anthem Stance

Carolina Panthers owner and hedge fund mogul

David Tepper has slammed President Trump

regarding his national anthem protests stance.

Speaking to CNBC, Tepper - who bought the

Panthers for $2.2 billion in May - said the

attacks on players who protest during the

national anthem is "the biggest pile of

bull-dinky ever." Although Tepper didn’t

specifically name President Trump, it was



clear whom he was talking about, referring to

“Howdy-Doody” and “the red-headed guy in

DC”…

World Associated Press

Activists: Turkey beefing up its troops in

Syria's Idlib

BEIRUT (AP) - Turkey sent in military

reinforcements Thursday to beef up its

positions inside Syria's last rebel bastion Idlib,

activists reported, even as the Turkish defense

minister said Ankara is still trying with Russia

and Iran to prevent a humanitarian tragedy in

the case of a threatened Syrian government

offensive.



    Outer bands of Hurricane Florence are

lashing coastal areas. The storm has a 10-foot

storm surge.

    Storm tracker | Sign up for email alerts |

Slow connection?

    This is Hurricane Florence's projected path

    Water -- not wind -- is the deadliest storm

hazard

    Food banks are in desperate need of

donations

    Maria victim's daughter reacts to Trump

tweet

    Vast lagoons of animal waste lie in

Florence's path

    Opinion: Worsening storms are the price of

greed 

    A house is destroyed in Lawrence, Mass.,

Thursday, Sept. 13, 2018 after a series of gas

explosions in the area. First-responders

continued to fight at least 50 fires in

Lawrence, Andover and North Andover Mass.,

Thursday. The fires are being attributed to

problems with the natural gas system and

officials are urging residents to leave their



homes if they smell gas. (Carl Russo/The

Eagle-Tribune via AP)

    1 dead in suspected gas explosions in

Massachusetts

    Paul Manafort, former campaign manager for

Donald Trump, exits the E. Barrett Prettyman

Federal Courthouse, February 28, 2018 in

Washington, DC. This is Manafort&#39;s first

court appearance since his longtime deputy

Rick Gates pleaded guilty last week in special

counsel Robert MuellerÕs Russia probe. Drew

Angerer/Getty Images

    Manafort and Mueller close to deal for guilty

plea

Top stories

    McRaven resigned from Pentagon board

days after criticizing Trump in op-ed

    CNN Projection NY Gov. Cuomo easily

defeats actress Cynthia Nixon in primary

    CNN PROJECTION Tish James to win NY

Democratic AG primary, could be first black

woman elected to statewide office

    FDA finds another impurity in recalled drug

    An officer was fired for what the police chief

calls 'racist' social media posts



    Jake Tapper: Trump's conspiracy theory is

'disturbing'

    Elizabeth Smart fears for her safety if her

kidnapper is released

    Democrats send information concerning

Kavanaugh nomination to FBI

    Secret Service to buy a Harley despite

Trump's support of boycotts

    'Vampire facial' may have exposed spa

clients to HIV, New Mexico health officials say

    Leaked video shows upset Google execs

after 2016 election

1 dead in suspected gas explosions in Mass.



Manafort and

Mueller close to

deal for guilty

plea





    FLORENCE MAKES LANDFALL

    At least 200 people have been plucked from

storm surge. Hundreds of thousands are

without power.

    Storm tracker | Sign up for email alerts |

Slow connection?

    WATCH LIVE Waves crash as Florence

pummels NC

    Video shows floodwater fill garage

    Storm so fierce, it split a CNN anchor's



microphone cord in two

    This is what it looks like right now in North

Carolina

    The other severe storm you should know

about

   Live Updates

        13 min agoMore than 600,000 without

power in the Carolinas

        23 min agoHere's how much rain North

Carolina cities have gotten so far

        34 min ago281,000 gallons of fuel on

hand. 4,500 meals served. See FEMA's

response, by the numbers.

        44 min agoMyrtle Beach will have curfew

again tonight

        53 min agoFlorence washed this city's

signature statue into the middle of the road

        56 min agoNorth Carolina governor calls

Florence a '1,000-year rain event'

        1 hr 7 min agoCajun Navy seen making

rescues

        1 hr 21 min agoThis may be the wettest

hurricane we've ever covered

        1 hr 31 min agoWhat it's like to stand in

the eye wall of a hurricane



        1 hr 38 min agoFlorence is traveling at a

walking pace

        1 hr 42 min agoFlorence's winds drop to

80 mph

        1 hr 46 min agoThe biggest shelter in New

Hanover County is leaking

        1 hr 55 min agoWant to help the hurricane

relief efforts? Give blood, the Red Cross says

        2 hr 3 min agoMore than 500,000 without

power in the Carolinas

        2 hr 12 min agoThis is what Florence's

landfall looked like from space

        2 hr 29 min agoNorth Carolina town sees

more than 7 feet of flooding

        2 hr 43 min agoWhy water — not wind — is

the biggest threat today

        2 hr 48 min ago200 rescued from flooded

city overnight

        2 hr 51 min agoFlorence is so fierce, it

split a CNN anchor's microphone cord in two

        2 hr 56 min agoThis is what its like inside

Florence's eye

        2 hr 56 min agoMyrtle Beach bar:

‘LOOTERS WILL BE SHOT’

       Here's where Hurricane Florence is now —



and where it's going next

    In pictures: Hurricane Florence

   Top stories

    Paul Manafort, former campaign manager for

Donald Trump, exits the E. Barrett Prettyman

Federal Courthouse, February 28, 2018 in

Washington, DC. This is Manafort&#39;s first

court appearance since his longtime deputy

Rick Gates pleaded guilty last week in special

counsel Robert MuellerÕs Russia probe. Drew

Angerer/Getty Images

    Breaking News

    Manafort pleads guilty and agrees to

cooperate with Mueller investigation

    Cuomo easily defeats 'Sex and the City' star

    Henri Bendel is closing after 123 years

    NRA spokesperson Dana Loesch portrays

'Thomas and Friends' with KKK hoods

    The simple reason more immigrant kids are

in US custody than ever before

    Julie Chen back on 'Big Brother' after CEO

husband's resignation

    British singer charged with rape of fan

    Leaked video shows upset Google execs

after 2016 election



Live Updates: Florence lashes North Carolina

The Category 1 hurricane is bringing heavy

winds, drenching rain, and massive flooding

across the Carolina coast for several days.

Yahoo News coverage »



Woman: Kavanaugh tried to rape me in high

school

Avenatti, Carlson hurl insults in fiery interview

Ken Starr on Trump: We're in 'abuse of power'

territory

Colbert fact-checks Trump's Hurricane Maria

tweets

As GOP worries rise, Trump drops 'Red Wave'

talk

Politics HuffPost

Dianne Feinstein Acknowledges Having A

Secret Brett Kavanaugh Document

WASHINGTON ¯ Sen. Dianne Feinstein

(D-Calif.) acknowledged Thursday that she

Supreme Ct nominee accusations put Senate

GOP in spotlight

Yahoo View

Some Republicans Stick By Brett Kavanaugh In

Face Of Attempted Sexual Assault Accusation

HuffPost



World ABC News

China joins the close of Russia's spectacular

'war games'

Russian President Vladimir Putin Thursday

watched a huge simulated battle put on by

Russian and Chinese troops, as he attended

the largest so-called war games in his

country’s history. Putin attended the climax of

the Vostok or “East” 2018 exercises that have

been held across Russia’s far eastern regions

this week. After the mock battle, Putin

oversaw a vast combined military parade of

Russian and Chinese troops, who joined the

exercise for the first time.

'Russia has no plans of aggression' Putin says

at biggest-ever war games

The Telegraph

Putin Visits Vostok

Bloomberg

Politics HuffPost

'Daily Show' Mocks Trump's False Puerto Rico

Death Claim With A Nike Ad Parody



President Donald Trump tried to defend his

administration's response to the

Trump's Puerto Rico denial shows he's unfit for

office

Yahoo View

Puerto Rico Gov. calls on candidates to take a

stance on statehood

Yahoo View



Politics HuffPost

Donald Trump Wouldn't Want To Know What

Jimmy Carter Would Do With His Policies

Former President Jimmy Carter clearly has no

love or respect for the policies of trump...

Entertainment WREG - Memphis

Video Shows Fight Involving Principal at

Tennessee High School

A video that appears to show a Tennessee high

school principal getting rough with a student

has surfaced online.

World The National Interest

The DF-26 Missile: China's Ultimate Weapon (It

Can Kill an Aircraft Carrier or Nuke a City)



Sexual allegation against Kavanaugh referred

to FBI by top Democrat

The White House accused Democrats of an

"11th-hour attempt to delay" Trump's nominee

a seat on the high court.

Matthews: Trump is the Babe Ruth of BS

Hardball

Matthews: Trump is the Babe Ruth of BS

MSNBC Video

I resent Trump's media attacks, says

journalism professor

12:56

I resent Trump's media attacks, says

journalism professor

12:56

2018 midterms: little focus on the economy

02:02

Former Miss. governor weighs in on special

election

08:19

Paul Manafort expected to plead guilty in

Mueller probe



SCOTUS EARTHQUAKE:

KAV. ACCUSED

Florence Makes Landfall, Knocks Out

Power For 500,000 In Carolinas

Some Republicans Stick By Kavanaugh In Face

Of Attempted Assault Accusation

Trump’s Hurricane Florence ‘Rumor Control

Page’ Retweet Backfires

State Department Spent $52,700 On Curtains

For Nikki Haley

Bob Woodward Defends Trump Reporting: I’ll

Release Tapes If Sources Are Ready

Here’s What Happened After I Accused 2

Famous Men Of Sexual Assault

Princess Margaret's Life In Pictures -

Photographs Of Queen Elizabeth II & The Royal

Family

Advertisement by Trendchaser

UPDATE: MANAFORT FLIPS!

Former Trump Campaign Chair Pleads Guilty,

Will Cooperate In Mueller Probe

By Ryan J. Reilly

OUTRAGE OVER SEARCH OF BOTHAM JEAN’S

APARTMENT



Manafort to cooperate with Mueller as part of

plea deal, prosecutor says

The decision by former Trump campaign

chairman Paul Manafort is a stunning

development in the long-running

special-counsel probe into whether any of the

president’s associates may have conspired

with Russia to influence the 2016 election.

    By Spencer S. Hsu and Devlin Barrett

Read the new court filing in Manafort’s case

Analysis: Five Trump campaign team members

have now pleaded guilty to criminal charges

HURRICANE FLORENCE

Carolinas lashed by ‘life-threatening’ rainfall

After landfall, state officials warn threat from

storm isn’t over

Florence made landfall near Wrightsville

Beach, N.C., early today. The city of

Wilmington saw gusts of 105 mph, the

strongest in a half-century, officials said. Gov.

Roy Cooper (D) described the storm as “an

uninvited brute who doesn’t want to leave.”



    By Mark Berman, Antonia Noori Farzan and

Kyle Swenson

Capital Weather Gang

Multi-foot storm surge and widespread outages

follow as Florence slows

The storm’s winds will gradually weaken, but

some of its most devastating effects may be

yet to come.

    By Angela Fritz and Jason Samenow

LIVE: Radar of the hurricane



Opinions

Angry about Trump’s cruelty and megalomania

toward Puerto Rico? You have recourse.

    By Greg Sargent

Mueller is snaring more pleas: Look for what

Manafort will be admitting to

    By Jennifer Rubin

Trump cannot use a pardon to stop Manafort’s

cooperation

    By Paul Rosenzweig and Justin Florence

The threat to democracy — from the left

    By Fareed Zakaria

Paul Manafort has flipped. So what happens

now?

    By Paul Waldman



Fox News’s Tucker Carlson betrays civility

pledge to Michael Avenatti

    By Erik Wemple



Paul Manafort Agrees to Cooperate With

Special Counsel; Pleads Guilty to Reduced

Charges

    President Trump’s former campaign

chairman pleaded guilty on Friday to two

charges, while prosecutors dropped five

others.

    It was not immediately clear how the plea

agreement might affect the investigation by

the special counsel, Robert Mueller, into

Russian interference in the 2016 election.

Paul Manafort Shawn Thew/EPA, via

Shutterstock

Legal experts urged the release of a

Watergate-era report to highlight the special

counsel’s option of sending a grand jury report

to Congress.



A home in Lawrence, Mass., that was

destroyed on Thursday when a sudden string of

explosions caused by gas leaks erupted in

Lawrence, Andover and North Andover. One

person was killed and more than 20 were

injured. Katherine Taylor for The New York

Times





Op-Ed

    The bank bailout of 2008 was unnecessary.

Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke scared Congress

into it

    By Dean Baker

    Fiona Ma should be California's next

treasurer

    Fiona Ma should be California's next

treasurer

    Making homelessness a crime is no way for

Los Angeles to fix its crisis

    Making homelessness a crime is no way for

Los Angeles to fix its crisis

    Did we learn enough from the Lehman Bros.

bankruptcy to handle the next financial

meltdown?

    Did we learn enough from the Lehman Bros.

bankruptcy to handle the next financial

meltdown?

    RIP to the Republican Party that preached

balanced budgets and fiscal restraint

    RIP to the Republican Party that preached

balanced budgets and fiscal restraint

    Why 2035 is too soon for everyone to be

driving electric cars 



MANAFORT FLIPS..

'FULL COOPERATION' WITH MUELLER...

Pleads guilty to conspiracy charges...

DETAILS...

Space Station leak: NASA, Russia

tight-lipped over findings...

More evidence of 'drilling'...



Jane Fonda says Moonves ouster 'only the

beginning'...

GOOGLE co-founder Sergey Brin comparing

Trump voters to 'fascists'... 

'Like a bomb has gone off'...

600,000+ Without Power...

10-foot storm surge...

Buoy Records 30-Feet Waves...

AND THE FLAG WAS STILL THERE...

ICE says it won't arrest or detain evacuees...

Media Politicize Wind, Blame Trump for

Storms, Predict Mass Death....



This week in Trumpland: Hurricanes on the

brain





Live Updates-    less than 1 min agoHurricane

Florence creeps towards South Carolina border

    4 min agoNearly 640,000 without power in

North Carolina

    16 min agoPresident Trump expected to

travel to storm area next week

    19 min agoNC resident dies plugging in a

generator, marking 4th storm-related death

    51 min agoNorth Carolina woman dies after

first responders couldn't reach her during the

storm

    1 hr 3 min agoSouth Carolina governor:

Looters will be shown 'no mercy'

    1 hr 11 min agoThis retired Marine is

rescuing storm victims in his military transport

vehicle

    1 hr 24 min agoMother and infant killed by

falling tree, marking Florence's first deaths

    1 hr 29 min agoLive map shows planes on

the East Coast flying around Florence

    1 hr 39 min agoFlorence's winds have

weakened to 75 mph, which is almost a

tropical storm

    2 hr 19 min agoCrews from New York City

are rescuing trapped North Carolinians



    2 hr 32 min agoThis storm is bigger, stronger

and scarier than Florence

    2 hr 41 min agoFlorence the latest setback

to struggling flood insurance program

    3 hr 8 min agoWatch waves crash in a North

Carolina man's front yard

    3 hr 40 min agoMore than 600,000 without

power in the Carolinas

    3 hr 50 min agoHere's how much rain North

Carolina cities have gotten so far

    4 hr 1 min ago281,000 gallons of fuel on

hand. 4,500 meals served. See FEMA's

response, by the numbers.

    4 hr 11 min agoMyrtle Beach will have

curfew again tonight

    4 hr 20 min agoFlorence washed this city's

signature statue into the middle of the road

    4 hr 23 min agoNorth Carolina governor calls

Florence a '1,000-year rain event'

    4 hr 34 min agoCajun Navy seen making

rescues

    4 hr 48 min agoThis may be the wettest

hurricane we've ever covered

    4 hr 58 min agoWhat it's like to stand in the

eye wall of a hurricane



    5 hr 5 min agoFlorence is traveling at a

walking pace

    5 hr 9 min agoFlorence's winds drop to 80

mph

    5 hr 13 min agoThe biggest shelter in New

Hanover County is leaking

    5 hr 22 min agoWant to help the hurricane

relief efforts? Give blood, the Red Cross says

    5 hr 30 min agoMore than 500,000 without

power in the Carolinas

    5 hr 39 min agoThis is what Florence's

landfall looked like from space

    5 hr 56 min agoNorth Carolina town sees

more than 7 feet of flooding

    6 hr 10 min agoWhy water — not wind — is

the biggest threat today

    6 hr 15 min ago200 rescued from flooded

city overnight

    6 hr 18 min agoFlorence is so fierce, it split

a CNN anchor's microphone cord in two

    6 hr 23 min agoThis is what its like inside

Florence's eye

    6 hr 23 min agoMyrtle Beach bar: ‘LOOTERS

WILL BE SHOT’

 Here's where Hurricane Florence is now — and



Breaking News

Manafort pleads guilty and agrees to cooperate

with Mueller investigation

Attorney says why Manafort pleaded guilty

In letter to senator, woman says Kavanaugh

assaulted her in 1980s; he denies it

Trump tells aides to press ahead with $200B in

tariffs on Chinese goods

What the latest Strzok-Page texts capture

NRA spokesperson Dana Loesch portrays

'Thomas and Friends' with KKK hoods

The simple reason more immigrant kids are in

US custody than ever before

Leaked video shows upset Google execs after

2016 election

Velshi & Ruhle

Manafort pleads guilty in Mueller probe, will

cooperate with prosecutors

Former Trump campaign manager Paul

Manafort has agreed to cooperate with Special

Counsel Robert Mueller as part of a guilty plea

agreement.



Headlines

Headlines

Hurricane Florence flooding, rescues, and

deaths: what we know

NOAA forecasts call for feet of rain and more

flooding. This is a dangerous situation.

Vox

Hurricane Florence floods parts of the

Carolinas with pounding wind and rain.

video_youtube

USA TODAY

Florence Moving Slowly Crossing Carolina

Border; Catastrophic Flash Flooding to

Hammer the Carolinas, Appalach

Hurricane Florence is slowly tracking through

southern North Carolina and continues to

spread heavy rain and strong winds into the

Carolinas, before kicking off ...

The Weather Channel

Hurricane Florence: Here's why I'm NOT

evacuating

Two things, if you plan to wait out a hurricane.



There is gas madness until there is no gas and

do not even think about sandwiches because

there is no bread.

Fox News

Florence kills 4, including infant, in North

Carolina, officials say

At least four people, including a mother and

her infant, have died in North Carolina as

Hurricane Florence slowly moves through the

Carolinas, officials said ...CNN

Hundreds rescued in New Bern, N.C. as waters

rose

City officials in one North Carolina community

sent out an ominous tweet sometime around 2

a.m. Friday. It came as rivers swelled, tides

crested and the rain ...

Richmond.com

Woman helped rescue family with baby from

Hurricane Florence

video_youtube

ABC News

Paul Manafort pleads guilty and agrees to

cooperate with Mueller investigation



Former Trump campaign chairman Paul

Manafort has agreed to cooperate with the

Justice Department, including in special

counsel Robert Mueller's ...

CNN

Paul Manafort pleads guilty, cooperates with

DOJ

Trump tweet warns against spreading false

news about hurricanes — a day after he

tweeted false news about Hurricane Maria

Early Friday morning, President Trump urged

Americans not to spread rumors or false

information about the impending Hurricane

Florence — exactly one day ...

The Washington Post

Voices: Trump's denial of Maria death toll a

punch 'in the face' to Puerto Ricans on the

island

The revised estimate of 2975 deaths made

Hurricane Maria the second-deadliest

hurricane in U.S. history, behind only the 1900

Galveston hurricane.

USA TODAY



Trump Wants $200 Billion in China Tariffs

Despite Talks, Sources Say

President Donald Trump instructed aides on

Thursday to proceed with tariffs on about $200

billion more in Chinese products despite his

Treasury secretary's ...

Bloomberg

Trump asks aides to press ahead with $200

billion in tariffs on Chinese goods

President Donald Trump is urging his

administration to move ahead with slapping

tariffs on $200 billion of Chinese goods,

according to a person familiar with the ...

CNN

4 takeaways on Puerto Rico’s death toll after

Trump’s tweet storm

Trump took to Twitter on Thursday morning to

challenge the official count of the number of

people who died in Puerto Rico in the

aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

ABC News today



Seth Meyers on Trump's Puerto Rico tweet:

'That's the official death toll, you lunatic'

Late-night hosts criticised the president's

behaviour on Twitter after he alleged that

3,000 people didn't die as a result of Hurricane

Maria. Guardian staff.

video_youtube

The Guardian

Volkswagen squashes the Beetle: End of the

line for the iconic 'Bug'

After seven decades, the longest-running car in

automotive history is about to disappear.

Volkswagen will end production of its iconic

Beetle by the end of the ...

NBCNews.com

today

'It's about identifying with something': a brief

history of the VW Beetle

video_youtube

Guardian News





'It's about identifying with something': a brief

history of the VW Beetle

Share

Guardian News

Published on Sep 14, 2018

The American wing of Volkswagen has

announced that it will be halting the

production of the classic Beetle, effective from

next year. The VW Beetle was designed and

built by Ferdinand Porsche in the late 1930s in

Germany. After the second world war, the

vehicle went into full-scale production and

became a symbol of the hippy movement in the

US. Now the Beetle enjoys a worldwide

popularity   

• Volkswagen to stop making its classic Beetle

next year

Secret Service to buy Harley-Davidson, despite

Trump's support of boycotts

The Secret Service plans to buy a new

Harley-Davidson motorcycle, despite President

Donald Trump's public feud with the company.



CNN

today

Secret Service buying Harley-Davidson

motorcycles despite Donald Trump feud

President Donald Trump may be calling for

Americans to boycott Harley-Davidson Inc., but

U.S. Secret Service agents who protect him

will continue to ride ...

USA TODAY

Henri Bendel is going out of business after 123

years

The luxury brand said sluggish sales lead to its

demise.

Fox Business

Henri Bendel is closing after 123 years in

business

Parent company L Brands announced Thursday

it's closing Bendel's website and all of its 23

stores, including the store's iconic Fifth

Avenue location in New ...

CNN

Volkswagen squashes the Beetle: End of the



line for the iconic 'Bug'

After seven decades, the longest-running car in

automotive history is about to disappear.

Volkswagen will end production of its iconic

Beetle by the end of the ...

NBCNews.com

today

'It's about identifying with something': a brief

history of the VW Beetle

video_youtube

Guardian News



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

Former First Lady Michelle Obama just

announced a 10 city book tour to promote her

new memoir “Becoming.” In an unrelated story

Melania Trump just released her memoir

Image may contain: 1 person, smiling, text

FLORENCE STRIKES

At least four deaths confirmed as storm

drenches the Carolinas

After landfall, state officials warn threat from

storm isn’t over

After landfall, state officials warn threat from

storm isn’t over

The deaths include a woman and infant killed

in Wilmington, N.C., when a tree fell on their

home. Florence, downgraded to a tropical

storm Friday, still poses an extreme risk to

people in the Carolinas with warnings of

“life-threatening storm surges” and

“catastrophic” flooding in both states,

authorities said.

    By Mark Berman, Antonia Noori Farzan and

Kyle Swenson



Capital Weather Gang

Multi-foot storm surge and widespread outages

follow as Florence slows

The storm’s winds will gradually weaken, but

some of its most devastating effects may be

yet to come.

Manafort to cooperate with Mueller as part of

plea deal, prosecutor says

The decision by former Trump campaign

chairman Paul Manafort is a stunning

development in the long-running

special-counsel probe into whether any of the

president’s associates may have conspired

with Russia to influence the 2016 election.

Mueller may have just eliminated one of

Trump’s top complaints

The president likes to complain about the cost

of the Mueller probe. With government seizures

from Manafort, the investigation might nearly

pay for itself.

Analysis: Five Trump campaign team members

have now pleaded guilty to criminal charges

Analysis: Who’s been charged in Mueller-linked

probes, and why



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

TONIGHT: Fox News personality, Tucker

Carlson has some hot takes about Michael

Avenatti and Stormy Daniels.

    More Episodes from The Late Show with

Stephen Colbert

    …

STEPHEN COLBERT TALKS TUCKER CARLSON

TONIGHT!

FACEBOOK WATCH



Politics Time

Manafort's Guilty Plea Shows the Slow But

Steady Progress of the Russia Investigation

President Donald Trump has railed against

Robert Mueller's investigation, but Paul

Manafort's guilty plea shows that's not

hindered it.

Ex Trump Campaign Chair Paul Manafort

Reaches Plea Deal With Robert Mueller

Meredith Videos

Ex-Trump Campaign Chairman Paul Manafort

Pleads Guilty, Will Cooperate with Russia

Investigation



Remember When Matthew McConaughey and

Penelope Cruz Dated?

Matthew McConaughey and ‘White Boy Rick’

cast on film’s true story

Yahoo View

Politics Yahoo View

Trump Says He's Strengthening Medicare and

Social Security. He's Not

The president claimed his administration is

making Social Security and Medicare stronger.

The evidence points to the opposite.



Entertainment HuffPost

Willie Nelson Plans To Headline Beto O'Rourke

Rally And Some Fans Are Crying Treason

Willie Nelson is supporting Democratic

candidate Beto O'Rourke in the Texas

Beto O'Rourke signs seen tampered twice in

Houston neighborhood

KTRK – Houston

Some very confused Willie Nelson fans are

surprised he's supporting Texas Democratic

Senate candidate Beto O'Rourke

Yahoo Celebrity



How the iPhone Xs Max Compares to

Samsung’s Galaxy Note 9

Bloomberg

iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max and iPhone XR

arrive at HKBN on 21 September 2018

PR Newswire

Entertainment The Cut

Stormy Daniels Will Drop Tell-All Book, Right

Before Midterms

Adding to the distractions created by Bob

Woodward’s book, it could be a stormy October

for the White House.



    Florence threatens 'catastrophic' flooding

 

Analysis Robert Mueller may have just

eliminated one of Trump’s biggest complaints

At least 5 deaths linked to ‘powerful, slow and

relentless’ storm pummeling North Carolina

Thousands of residents still out of their homes

after gas explosions trigger deadly chaos in

Massachusetts



A solar observatory in New Mexico is

evacuated for a week and the FBI is

investigating. No one will say why.

Opinion Republicans are

tripping on Trump’s

coattails — bigly 

Thousands of Mass. residents still out of their

homes after gas explosions trigger deadly

chaos



Florence downgraded to tropical storm, still

poses grave threat

The deaths include a woman and infant killed

in Wilmington, N.C., when a tree fell on their

home. With forecasts of up to 40 inches of rain

in some areas, authorities warn of

“life-threatening storm surges” in North and

South Carolina.

    By Mark Berman and Abigail Hauslohner10

minutes ago

Forecast: ‘Catastrophic’ flash floods become

primary threat as storm weakens

Record floods projected and likely to last for

weeks

LIVE: Radar of the storm

Note to Readers

The Post has removed article limits on

coverage of Hurricane Florence to make these

stories available without a subscription.

    Get breaking-news email alerts

‘A war zone’1:50



(Video: The Washington Post; photo: Reuters)

Hurricane evacuees face long journeys,

lengthy stays in search for safety

By the time Florence bore down on the

Carolinas on Friday, about 20,000 people had

sought refuge at one of 200 Red Cross shelters

across the region.

    By Sarah Kaplan, Kristine Phillips and Ray

Glier

Graphic: Florence’s deluge, in real time

Perspective: Reporters, stop acting like you’re

hanging on for dear life

Weathermen ditch live broadcast as Florence

floods station

Manafort to cooperate with Mueller in plea

deal that could answer key questions in Russia

probe

Flipping the former Trump campaign chairman

gives the special counsel a cooperating

witness who was at key events relevant to the

investigation, including a Trump Tower

meeting attended by a Russian lawyer and a



host of other behind-the-scenes discussions.

    By Spencer S. Hsu, Devlin Barrett and Justin

Jouvenal

The Fix: Mueller snagged his golden goose

Guilty plea exposes hardball tactics Manafort

used to thrive in ‘swamp’

Before he was the Trump campaign chairman,

the lobbyist went to extreme lengths in a

secret effort to help a Ukrainian politician,

court papers show.

    By Rosalind S. Helderman,, Tom Hamburger

and Matt Zapotosky

Read the plea agreement

http://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/documents/l

ocal/manafort-plea-agreement/3205/?hpid=hp_h

p-top-table-low_manafort-docs-225pm%3Ahom

epage%2Fstory-ans 

Analysis: Deal may eliminate a top complaint

by Trump
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U.S. Deadline

North Carolina Meteorologist Abruptly

Concludes Broadcast As Florence Floods

Station

No long goodbyes or histrionics from North

Carolina meteorologist Donnie Cox last night

as he calmly explained to viewers that his

WCTI-TV studio was flooding from Hurricane

Florence and being evacuated, then simply

pitched the coverage to a sister station and

followed orders to take a hike, moving without

ado or sound out of camera range. Take a look

at the video below, along with photos of the

flooded station. Cox had been one of the last

remaining members of the WCTI…

Politics Esquire

It's Not Just the President* Who Ought to Be

Sweating Today

Don't forget Paul Manafort got Mike Pence the

VP job.



World AFP

US anger at Russia changes to UN N.Korea

report

Several paragraphs referring to Russian oil

trade in a United Nations report about

sanctions on North Korea have been removed

at Moscow's urging, sparking US anger on

Thursday. Russia at the end of August had

blocked publication of the report on the

implementation of sanctions against North

Korea because it disagreed with findings that

Pyongyang had exceeded a 2018 import cap

for oil set by the sanctions imposed last year,

a diplomatic source said last month. Sources

at that time also said Russia blocked a US

request that two Russian shipping companies

and six of their vessels be sanctioned over oil

shipments to the North.





ABC News

19 hrs ·

FLORENCE'S DEADLY FURY: A frantic effort is

underway to rescue those trapped in the

deadly path of Florence, now downgraded to a

tropical storm, as David Muir and the ABC

News team drove through affected

neighborhoods and witnessed the destruction

laid bare by the storm.

https://abcn.ws/2Mwfgkq

U.S. Budget Deficit Swells

to $898 Billion, Topping

Forecast
By Andrew Mayeda

September 13, 2018, 11:00 AM PDT

    Deficit in first 11 months of FY rises by a

third vs year ago

    Federal spending rose by 7%, outpacing

revenue gains of 1%



The U.S. budget deficit widened to $898 billion

in the 11 months through August, exceeding

the Congressional Budget Office’s forecast for

the first full fiscal year under the Trump

presidency.

FLOODS OF FLORENCE...

Record rain...

30 inches and counting!

Could 'Wipe Out Communities'...

Kitten clings for life as man awaits rescue...

Hundreds Stranded...

900K+ Without Power...

Drone Army to Swoop in...

LOOTING...

'Dog food and wine!' First grocery store

reopens...

Media Politicize Wind, Blame Trump for

Storms, Predict Mass Death...

VIDEO: UPDATE, DETAILS...

RADAR... SATELLITE...







Politics The Daily Beast

John Kerry Fires Back at Trump on Bill Maher:

He Has ‘The Insecurity of a Teenage Girl’

Following a standing ovation, John Kerry sat

down with host Bill Maher for the latest edition

of Real Time. The former secretary of state

and 2004 presidential candidate joined the

comedian to plug his memoir, Every Day Is

Extra, and take several shots at President

Trump. In case you (blessedly) missed it, on

Thursday night the president took it upon

himself to fire off an angry tweet at Kerry-a

move that will undoubtedly boost his book

sales: “John Kerry had illegal meetings with

the very hostile Iranian Regime, which can

only serve to undercut our great work to the

detriment of the American people.

U.S. Associated Press

'The water kept rising': Residents

overwhelmed by flooding

NEW BERN, N.C. (AP) - An ominous tweet

appeared on a historic North Carolina



community's Twitter feed about 2 a.m. Friday.

PoliticsCNBC

Trump's relationship with Mattis is said to be

strained, but the White House denies

The relationship between President Donald

Trump and Secretary of Defense James Mattis

may have "soured" to the point of no return,

The New York Times reported on Saturday.

The Times is reporting that national security

aides such as Mattis have effectively been

iced out by Trump in the buildup to the 2018

congressional midterm elections. The

relationship between Donald Trump and

Secretary of Defense James Mattis may have

"soured" to the point of no return, The New

York Times reported on Saturday - but the

White House denied the former general is on

the outs with his boss.

PoliticsCNBC

The 'ship has really sailed' on a Trump pardon

of Manafort, former DoJ official says



If Trump were to pardon Manafort now, the

special prosecutor already knows what

Manafort said and can still compel him to

testify, according to former Justice

Department official Matt Miller. If Manafort

gave answers that contradicted what he

already told prosecutors under oath, he could

be charged with perjury, Miller says. If

President Donald Trump wanted to pardon his

former campaign chief Paul Manafort , "that

ship has really sailed" now that Manafort has

struck a plea deal, former Justice Department

official Matt Miller told CNBC's " Power Lunch"

on Friday.

PoliticsCNBC

The 'ship has really sailed' on a Trump pardon

of Manafort, former DoJ official says

If Trump were to pardon Manafort now, the

special prosecutor already knows what

Manafort said and can still compel him to

testify, according to former Justice

Department official Matt Miller. If Manafort



gave answers that contradicted what he

already told prosecutors under oath, he could

be charged with perjury, Miller says. If

President Donald Trump wanted to pardon his

former campaign chief Paul Manafort , "that

ship has really sailed" now that Manafort has

struck a plea deal, former Justice Department

official Matt Miller told CNBC's " Power Lunch"

on Friday.

U.S. Vogue

Nikki Haley Is the Latest White House Big

Spender, Thanks to Her $52,000 Curtains

Nikki Haley’s curtains at her UN residence

came under scrutiny when it was revealed that

they cost $52,000.

Politics Good Morning America

Bin Laden raid commander resigns from

Pentagon board after criticizing Trump

Retired Adm. William "Bill" McRaven, who led

the mission to kill Osama bin Laden, resigned



from his post on the Pentagon's Defense

Innovation Board last month, just days after he

publicly criticized President Donald Trump, the

Pentagon confirmed Thursday. "I can confirm

that Admiral (ret) William H. McRaven resigned

from the Defense Innovation Board, effective

August 20, 2018,” Heather Babb, a

spokesperson for the Pentagon, told ABC News

on Thursday.

Politics Good Morning America

Bin Laden raid commander resigns from

Pentagon board after criticizing Trump

Retired Adm. William "Bill" McRaven, who led

the mission to kill Osama bin Laden, resigned

from his post on the Pentagon's Defense

Innovation Board last month, just days after he

publicly criticized President Donald Trump, the

Pentagon confirmed Thursday. "I can confirm

that Admiral (ret) William H. McRaven resigned

from the Defense Innovation Board, effective

August 20, 2018,” Heather Babb, a

spokesperson for the Pentagon, told ABC News



on Thursday.

Politics Yahoo News

With GOP concerns about losing the House

mounting, Trump drops talk of ‘Red Wave’

President Trump has shifted his message after

being told his rhetoric could dampen voter

turnout in the midterm elections.

Business Harvest Exchange

NIO Inc, China’s $12 Billion EV Startup

Becomes 2nd US Exclusive Listed Pure EV

Maker --After 10 Years of Successful EV

Trailblazing, NASDAQ Listed Kandi

Technologies Shareholders Welcomes NIO

Aboard.

While NIO and TSLA compete for the top 5% of

China EV Consumers, KNDI takes the 95%

Scooter and Bike Class out of the Rain and

Heat… Abstract: Contrary to what a number of

articles have reported, now NYSE listed NIO,

Inc. is not the first China based ...



Business Reuters

Trump readies tariffs on $200 billion more

Chinese goods despite talks: source

U.S. President Donald Trump has directed

aides to proceed with tariffs on about another

$200 billion of Chinese goods, despite Treasury

Secretary Steven Mnuchin's attempts to

restart trade talks with China, a source

familiar with the matter said on Friday. The

green light for the tariffs, first reported by

Bloomberg, initially dragged U.S. stocks lower,

fuelled drops in the Chinese yuan in offshore

trading (CNH=EBS) and gains in the dollar

index (.DXY). The Trump administration has

demanded that China cut its $375 billion trade

surplus with the United States, end policies

aimed at acquiring U.S. technologies and

intellectual property and roll back high-tech

industrial subsidies.

   

























U.S. Yahoo News

The week in Trumpland: Hurricane Donald

rages on

The president battles hurricanes and public

perception.

























































World Associated Press

Skepticism rising in S. Korea ahead of 3rd

summit with North

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - The shine is

starting to come off South Korean President

Moon Jae-in's engagement strategy with the

North.

Sponsored Dailysportx

‘Crocodile Dundee Stars’ 30 Years Later

hen Crocodile Dundee first premiered, it

instantly became a phenomena! It now has

been over 30 years since it came out, and we

think it is about time

    Dislike

Politics HuffPost

Bob Woodward Defends His Trump Reporting:

I'll Release Tapes If Sources Are Ready



Journalist Bob Woodward is standing by his

reporting so ardently that he's







Cooper to Woodward:

This part of book

stopped me in my

tracks

FLORENCE STRIKES

‘Walls of water’: Record rain causes deaths,

leaves many powerless

North Carolina braces for extreme flooding



dangers

State officials warned residents not to become

“complacent” about Tropical Storm Florence,

which, despite weaker-than-expected winds, is

poised to cause historic flooding and

devastation for many days.

    By Scott Wilson, Patricia Sullivan, Emily

Wax-Thibodeaux and Kevin Sullivan

    Flooding rain is ‘far from done’

How Manafort’s plea brings special counsel

probe closer to its end game

One by one, the special counsel’s office

methodically turned allies of President Trump

into witnesses for its investigation. But former

Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort had

long eluded Robert S. Mueller III’s team — until

this week.

    By Matt Zapotosky, Carol D. Leonnig and

Ashley Parker

    Perspective: I was a prosecutor. Here’s what

stands out about Manafort’s deal.



Watergate's John Dean On Paul Manafort's

Flip: 'BOOM!'

[HuffPost]

Mary Papenfuss

,HuffPost•September 14, 2018

Watergate figure and onetime Nixon White

House attorney John Dean could hardly

contain himself over news that former Trump

campaign manager Paul Manafort had agreed

in a plea deal to cooperate with the special

counsel investigation led by Robert Mueller.

“BOOM!” Dean tweeted Friday, and he added

that the “entire Trump family now in jeopardy”

— though he didn’t explain why he thinks so.

Dean said he could hear the sounds of

“broomsticks breaking,” deriding President

Donald Trump’s repeated claims that Mueller’s

inquiry is nothing more than a “witch hunt.”

“No pardon for Paul from Trump,” Dean noted.



Trump had discussed pardoning Manafort, but

that hadn’t happened. And now it’s too late,

said Trump defender and Harvard law

professor Alan Dershowitz.

“There’s no doubt” Mueller is interested in

information about Trump, Dershowitz said on

MSNBC on Friday (beginning at 3:30 in the

video below). And once Manafort agrees to

cooperate, “he has to cooperate about

everything,” Dershowitz added. “There’s no

such thing as partial cooperation.”

A presidential pardon now is “off the table; it’s

too little, too late,” Dershowitz explained. “It

would backfire at this point. If he’s given a

pardon, then he [Manafort] can’t take the Fifth

Amendment” to protect himself from

self-incrimination. “He would have to testify

anyway. He could be called in front of a grand

jury.”

From the point of view of Mueller, this is a “big

win,” said Dershowitz. “It potentially opens up

lots of doors that probably haven’t been



opened before.”

Manafort pleaded guilty Friday to conspiracy to

obstruct justice and conspiracy against the

United States, including money laundering, tax

fraud, failing to register as a foreign agent and

lying to the government. He also agreed to

“cooperate fully, truthfully, completely, and

forthrightly” with the government.

Manafort was found guilty on eight criminal

counts last month following a separate federal

trial in northern Virginia.

White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee

Sanders said Friday that Manafort’s plea “has

nothing to do with the president.”

Trump’s personal attorney Rudy Giuliani said

there’s “no fear that Paul Manafort would

cooperate against the president because

there’s nothing to cooperate about.” Giuliani

also told the New York Daily News that Trump

hasn’t ruled out a pardon for Manafort. 



    This article originally appeared on HuffPost.







John Kerry Says Iran Unlikely to Enter Talks

With U.S. Because of Trump

Bloomberg Video

BusinessTheStreet.com

Stop Calling Nio the Chinese Tesla: It Has a

MUCH Brighter Future

The IPO of Chinese battery electric vehicle

maker Nio Ltd. has caused quite a stir on Wall

Street. After reading a raft of stories Tuesday

about the "disappointing" pricing of the IPO at

$6.26 per share, the low-end of the mooted

range, I was unprepared



Politics CNBC Videos

Manafort attorney: Tough day for Mr. Manafort,

but he's a...

CNBC's Eamon Javers and Ylan Mui report that

former Trump campaign chairman Paul

Manafort plead guilty to two criminal charges

and that he is cooperating with special

counsel Robert Mueller's investigation into the

Trump administration. President Donal...

Stunning flip: Manafort pleads guilty,

cooperates with Mueller

Yahoo View

Manafort’s capitulation leaves a wide-open

field for Mueller’s team

Yahoo News

Business BGR News

The upgraded version of the wireless camera

that lets your phone see anywhere is only $30

today

You know the crazy wireless camera our

readers love that lets any iPhone or Android 



BusinessInvestopedia

'Rolling Bear Market' Will Paralyze Stocks for

Years: Morgan Stanley

Investors are already in the midst of a "rolling

bear market" that will push the S&P 500 down

as much as 17% and no higher than 4% from

today's levels, Morgan Stanley's chief equity

strategist, Michael Wilson, told clients in a

recent note. Unlike a typical bear market,

where stocks fall simultaneously, Morgan

Stanley says the "rolling bear market" will

rotate from sector to sector and even from

stock to stock, as the weakest are hit first and

the hardest.
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The Week in Washington: The Sound of

Broomsticks Breaking

“Nightmares at the White House will be

unending.”
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as much as 17% and no higher than 4% from

today's levels, Morgan Stanley's chief equity

strategist, Michael Wilson, told clients in a

recent note. Unlike a typical bear market,

where stocks fall simultaneously, Morgan

Stanley says the "rolling bear market" will

rotate from sector to sector and even from

stock to stock, as the weakest are hit first and

the hardest.







































































    Hundreds are still trapped by Florence, and

'the worst is still yet to come'

    Drone video shows severe flooding in North

Carolina

    North Carolina family loses home to

hurricane flooding -- again

    In pictures: Hurricane Florence

    Firefighters kneel after mother and baby die

from falling tree

    Track the storm: Where it is and going

    Florence rains wash away New Bern's

beloved statues

    Sign up for emails for the latest updates

    NFL donating $1M to Florence relief 

    Top stories

    NEW YORK, NY - JUNE 26: Progressive

challenger Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

celebrartes with supporters at a victory party

in the Bronx after upsetting incumbent

Democratic Representative Joseph Crowly on

June 26, 2018 in New York City. Ocasio-Cortez

upset Rep. Joseph Crowley in New York&#39;s

14th Congressional District, which includes

parts of the Bronx and Queens. (Photo by Scott



Heins/Getty Images)

    Ocasio-Cortez defends price tag for

progressive proposals

    Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff and his wife

are buying Time Magazine

    Michael Moore believes Trump will be a

two-term president

    Avenatti questioned on 'Trumpian tactics'

    Avenatti tells CNN why he went on Tucker

Carlson's show

    Ken Starr: Manafort plea means we're

'closer to getting the truth'

    Biden: Obama and I agreed to be silent on

Trump, but ...

    Opinion: Trump can sink even lower than

denying the death toll in Puerto Rico



    Senator invokes #MeToo in Kavanaugh fight

    'Tear this world apart,' Hathaway declares

Politics Associated Press

Grim warnings for White House, Republicans

ahead of election

WASHINGTON (AP) - The prognosis for

President Donald Trump and his party was

grim.

































































































Kamala Harris: Kavanaugh is a 'politicial

operative'

Rep. Maxine Waters: Trump is a liar, a con

man, and deceitful

AM Joy

Rep. Maxine Waters: Trump is a liar, a con

man, and deceitful














